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Abstract

Serial Attached SCSI (SAS), Serial ATA (SATA) and Fibre Channel (FC) are the main

storage interconnect technologies at present. FC is the main interconnect in Storage Area

Network (SAN) with a well-known high performance and strong foundation of SCSI.

SATA is the most cost-effective and high capacity in the hard drive market. On the other

hand, SAS is just picking-up the momentum in both storage and hard drive areas and

positions itself as a potential player. All three of these technologies have their own

strengths and weaknesses and also their own targeted markets. The following paper will

show the analysis of their abilities and the comparison of their strengths and weaknesses

in different areas and categories. The main objective is to allow readers to have a better

understanding of these storage interfaces and their potentials in their future markets by

comparing their performances in different realistic scenarios.
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Introduction

Section I will give a brief background introduction about FC, SAS and SATA in terms of

their history, protocol standards and characteristics, applications and future roadmap.

Section II will highlight the main comparisons among FC, SAS and SATA in terms of

different categories such as bandwidth, transmission distance, compatibility, extensibility,

cost, performance and reliability. In the end of this comparison section, the lab data and

jitter measurement performed from one of the 8G FC controllers and 6G SAS controllers

chip by PMC-Sierra, the semiconductor chipmaker company, will be analyzed thoroughly.

Following the comparison of characteristics of the three interfaces, Section III will then

discuss their performances in each target-markets and applications. In addition, the

analysis of the reasons why each dominates their own current market will be revealed.

This section will also focus on two different market areas, the hard drive market and

storage network market. In conclusion of this section, a specific technology will be

recommended in domination of the current market and the other will be seen as faded-out.

In addition to the present market potentials, Section III will also suggest the future market

potential for the next generation of these technologies. With FC long transmission

distance advantage and the FC protocol integration with Ethernet network, there will be a

definite potential in the storage area with higher bandwidth and enhanced transfer

distance capability.

The conclusions will be presented in Section IV with the summary of recommendations

and potentials for future applications and IT cost savings.
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Section I: Technology Background

1. 1 Fibre Channel

1.1.1 Background

Fibre Channel is an interconnect technology for high-perfonnance computer peripherals

and networks. It is also used with storage media such as disk drive for important data

storage and allows network communication over copper or optical cable. In a network

interconnect environment, Fibre Channel transfers data by separating the delivery data

from its content to define a mechanism for the transmission of SCSI, TCP/IP and other

types of data between two devices. This mechanism allows the data to be transported

between two devices without being manipulated or translated between fonnats. Therefore

it is very flexible in transporting different data types.

Today's data communication includes a wide range of applications including network

data storage, transaction processing, data imaging or backup, real time network access

and server disk drive data transfer. Fibre Channel (FC) can provide a safe, reliable, high

perfonnance and high speed data transmission solution in today's data transfer

technology. Simultaneously multi-access of data and long data transmission distance are

both the main features of Fibre Channel compared to other technologies. FC applications

range from small production systems on FC loop to very large systems linking thousands

of users, servers, and storage devices into a switched FC fabric network. Its high speed

data transfer rate is suitable for server to storage and server to server networking

application. Together with Fe's dual channels capability, FC is the main interconnect

technology for Storage Area Network (SAN) which provides an expandable, high-speed

network of storage to IT professionals for multi-terabytes storage and retrieval.

Fibre Channel standards were developed by the American National Standards Institute

(ANSI) to overcome the shortcomings of the current SCSI infrastructure, and are used to

provide high-speed connections between servers and storage devices.
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1.1.2 Fibre Channel Standards

In general, there are five layers to the Fibre Channel standard. Each layer is responsible

for a certain set of functions or capabilities. The layers are numbered FC-O to FC-4 from

bottom to top. The following is a brief explanation of the standards and their functions.

FC-O - Physical Layer: Defines cables, connectors and the signals that control the

data.

FC-I - Transmission Protocol Layer: Responsible for procedures such as error

detection, maintenance of links, data synchronization, data encoding and decoding

FC-2 - Framing and Signalling Protocol Layer: Responsible for segmentation and

reassembly of data packets that are sent and received by the device. Sequencing

and flow controlling are also performed at this layer

FC-3 - Common Services Layer: Provides services such as multi-casting, striping,

encryption or RAID

FC-4 - Upper Layer Protocol Mapping Layer: Provides the communication point

between upper layer protocols (such as SCSI) and the lower FC layers. The FC-4

layer makes it possible for more than SCSI data to travel over a Fibre Channel

link

The physical layer consists of copper and fibre-optic cables that carry Fibre Channel

signals between transceiver pairs. Interconnect devices, such as hubs and switches define

the route for Fibre Channel frames at Giga bit rates. Translation devices, such as Host

Bus Adapters (HBA), routers, gateways, and bridges are the bridging between Fibre

Channel protocols and upper layer protocols such as SCSI, Ethernet, ATM, and SONET.

By conforming to the layer format, products and applications that perform at one layer

can be automatically compatible with products and applications that reside at another

layer.
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1.1.3 Road Map for Fibre Channel

T11 Spec

Technically Market

Throughput Line Rate Completed Availability

FC Speed (MBps) (Gbaud) (Year) (Year)

1G 200 1.0625 1996 1997

2G 400 2.125 2000 2001

4G 800 4.25 2003 2005

8G 1600 8.5 2006 2008

16G 3200 14.025 2009 2011

32G 6400 28.5 2012 Market Demand

64G 12800 57 2016 Market Demand

128G 26500 114 2020 Market Demand

Table I: Fibre Channel Roadmap

The above table [20] reflects the road map for Fibre Channel development in the next

couple of generations. 8G FC disk drives and controllers are already available in current

market and have been deployed in some of the system networks and applications. The

next generation of FC development will have a data rate of 16G bit/sec and will be

expected to be in the market in 2011. Fibre Channel specification guarantees at least two

generations of forward and backward compatibility, future-proofing storage and as well

as providing the best backward and forward compatibility of any data transport.
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1.1.4 Applications and Characteristics

Storage Area Networking (SAN) is a tenn used to describe one of the most popular uses

of Fibre Channel. Storage area networking involves enonnous terabyte of data transfer

and storage networks that are based on Fibre Channel technology known as Fibre

Channel SANs.

As shown in Fig I [17], a basic networking structure where Fibre Channel SAN covers

the connection between storage and servers. Multiple servers are connected in the SAN

network where data are transferred and then distributed to a large number of users over

Internet Protocol (IP) network such as Ethernet. A typical user would not have a direct

connection to the SAN but would access the data stored in the SAN via a server on the IP

Ethernet network.

Storage
Arrays

Data
Centre

moo

/FCS~_

fCHBA

Servers

Eth. C

/
~Ethernet

S'witch

PC

Client

ILaPt~~'=L~:::!\:::-::I
r -. .,:-

"

J
IPNetworK fCfabric

,-etwOrK

Figure 1: Basic Network Structure [17J

The increase in accessibility and manageability of data offered by the Fibre Channel

architecture are the benefits ofFC SAN. Fibre Channel switch fabric allows hundreds of

storage devices and servers to be connected and also provides highly accessible and

available structure for multiple concurrent data transactions at the same time. Compared

to the traditional SCSI that was limited to one controller access to device, FC fabric
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switch structure has an advantage in accessing the storage device with multiple paths and

connections without being affected by failure of other devices. The independence

between server and storage enables optimization of storage devices and increases

performance over longer distances. Therefore FC switch fabric architecture improves the

management of terabytes of data.

Directly attac eel SCS :

Tape Based Storage

SCSI Bus

less than 12m

Disk Based StorageServers

Fibre Cannel Storage:

Back-up server

FC S\\>-rtcb

~[1
Primll1) Data

~~
Mirrored Data

Figure 2: FC connection vs SCSI connection

Remote Mirroring

Disk mirroring is the process of data written or duplicated to two or more storage devices

as backup when it is saved. When one disk fails, an identical copy still exists and is ready

for access instantaneously. This process has been with SCSI technology for many years.

However, with SCSI's distance limitations, the mirrored data usually remains in the same
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room as the primary copy. Fibre Channel has changed the mirroring by its distance

advantage with data mirrored and stored in backup devices in a remote area hundreds of

kilometres apart [17]. Nowadays, whole storage subsystems and Redundant Arrays of

Independent Disks (RAIDs) can be mirrored at remote sites over multi-kilometres to

prevent data loss due to localized disasters.

Storage Backup

Nowadays, disk drive backup is a more common and efficient way than tape backup to

prevent data loss from human error and viruses. Although the cost for FC disk drive is

much higher, companies are still willing to budget for a much more reliable and high

performance source for critical data backup. Old technique of server backup over LAN

requires at least two dedicated servers, two SCSI buses, most ofthe LAN's bandwidth

and a significant network downtime. This results in great reduction in efficiency and data

availability. However, FC SAN technology will avoid these problems due to the

independent servers and storage architecture. FC SAN backup will become LAN-free

backup when no backup traffic travels on the LAN and in addition to no downtime in the

system network.
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1.2 Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)

1.2.1 Background

Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) is a technology that carries SCSI forward to new generation

that is deployed for high speed data transfer between devices such as hard drives, CD

ROMs, and tapes. SAS uses SCSI protocol, which has been popular and powerful for 20+

years of reliable technology with many enhancements added over the years. Due to the

SCSI solid background, SAS benefits storage management, reduction in the risk of

storage technology change and increase system interoperability, flexibility and scalability.

Serial Attached SCSI is a serialized operation of SCSI with lots of enhancement features

compared to the conventional parallel operation. SAS not only eliminated the use of a

parallel bus but also required much fewer physical connections. In serial data transfer,

data move linearly in a single path or a pair of cable. Compared to parallel mode, where

multiple data streams are packed in the bus and throughput efficiency would be affected

as a result of the clock skewing issue. It is because the data streams that start out together

on the transmitter side may not arrive simultaneously on receiver side due to variable

gating, buffer delays and varying signal path lengths. This will highly degrade the

transfer efficiency, accuracy and reachable distance especially at high data transfer speed.

Since there are no transmit clock involved in serial transfer operation, the clock skew and

asynchronies arrival data issue will then be eliminated and data integrity is preserved.

The SAS standard and protocol was developed and promoted by TIO committee of the

International Committee for Information Technology Standards (INCITS) and SCSI

Trade Association (SCSITA) respectively. When SAS products entered to the market in

2004, the enterprise storage industry had already been focusing on this new standard and

technology due to SAS point-to-point technology with expander architecture. The

combination offered high performance, reliability and compatibility in the enterprise

storage market. Companies providing the SAS interface promotion are Compaq, IBM,

LSI Logic, Maxtor and Seagate.
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Figure 3: Parallel SCSI connection vs Serial SCSI connection
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1.2.2 SAS Standards

Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) draws attention in both disk drive storage market and storage

network markets. Its architecture can fit into most storage environments and other

computing environments such as servers and workstations. A Serial Attached SCSI

system mainly includes the following components [5]:

Initiator: Initiator initiates task management and device service requests. Generally, the

initiator is part of the host computer and devices are the target. The initiator is available

as part of the motherboard or host bus adaptor (HBA).

Target: Requests for processing are sent to the target. The target contains logical units

and target ports which processes the device service and task management requests. An

example of a target device would be the hard disk.

Service Delivery Subsystem: The transfer of data between an initiator and a target takes

place in a service delivery subsystem which connected initiator and target with cables.

Edge Expanders: An edge expander allows for communication with up to 128 SAS

initiators. Without a fanout expander, a maximum of two edge expanders are allowed in a

delivery subsystem. To solve this bottleneck issue, fanout expander will then be required.

Fanout expander: A fanout expander can connect up to 128 sets of edge expanders,

allowing up to 128 x 128 = 16,384 SAS devices to be addressed. The subtractive routing

port of each edge expanders will then be connected to the phys of fanout expander. A

fanout expander can only forward subtractive routing requests to the connected edge

expanders.
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SAS Topology with Expanders

HD
••

HD ••• HO

_&ATA

••
HD

HD

••
HD

..X .... l

Wic;I, "JnI<, •'.'.
••
01

Figure 5: SAS Topology with Expanders [5]

1.2.3 Application and Characteristic

Although SAS has been widely used in the hard drive market for simple or complex

RAID arrays setup, SAS has a lot more to offer and may also be applied in storage

network applications. SAS also allows operating complex storage topologies as network

storage as well as individual hard drives or storage boxes.

When SAS is connected as a storage network or in a SAN environment, the setup will

consist multiple disks drives and expanders. The data transactions will then be controlled

by the SAS controller. For example with the RAID controllers, any SAS devices in

storage arrays can be setup, extended and reconfigured depending on the bandwidth

requirements. SAS wide port capabilities allow multiple high-speed physical links to be

combined into a single faster high-speed port to enhance the bandwidth of those physical

links to a controller. Data will then be transferred to the external network such as Fibre

Channel to other networks such as LAN or SAN.
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Figure 4: SAS configuration with RAID controllers and expanders connection [14]

In terms of disk drive application, with the SATA Tunnelling Protocol (STP), SAS

controller supports the low-cost SATA drives for data backup as well as the high

performance SAS drives for critical data storage. The SAS backplane offers the IT

manager and the end user customer the choice of drivers. In other words, storage

configuration can be effectively done for both low end backup and high end storage in

specific application.
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1.2.4 Road Map for SAS

SAS Roadmap

- Leading edge of bar is first Plugfest

- End user products 12 to 18 months after first Plugfest

blsSAS

3GbIs SAS

Ultra 320 SCSI

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Source: SCS Trade Associallon

Figure 5: SAS Roadmap

As shown in the above chart [24], 6 G SAS had been already deployed in 2009 whereas

the market for SAS application had just began ramping rapidly for the 6G SAS market.

The SCSI Trade Association (STA) roadmap calls for 12Gb/sec SAS in late 2012 while

the 12G SAS design work will be commence shortly in 2013.
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1.3. SERIAL ATA (SATA)

1.3.1 Background

Serial ATA (SATA) is a storage interface technology developed to replace parallel ATA.

While parallel ATA has been traditionally implemented as desktop storage interface

technology, Serial ATA technology introduces the capabilities not only for desktop usage

but also provides an alternative for servers and networked storages, especially when price

and cost are the key factors. The vision of Serial ATA (SATA) is its low cost and

scalable connectivity that will create a huge market for inexpensive storage solutions as

well as to enable new applications for low cost backup solutions such as RAID protected

data.

Serial ATA is an evolution of the parallel ATA interface that was developed for hard disk

to connect to desktop PCs, servers, and enterprise systems. The transition from a parallel

bus interconnect to a serial interconnect was largely driven by the demand for increased

data transfer rates. With a 16 bit parallel data bus, issues such as signal crosstalk and

skew become significant as data transfer rates increased. Compared to Serial ATA

(SATA) serial operation, SATA has a solid position in the desktop industry back in 2001

with a data rate of 1.5Gb/s. With the strong and firm background of ATA technology

which firmly grounded in the internal desktop storage industry, serial ATA is positioned

to continue development into the desktop, entry-level server and entry-level network

storage systems. As a serial connection, serial ATA provides storage vendors and end

users the benefit of point-to-point signalling that provides full bandwidth to device-to

device connection. Hot plug capability, point-to-point connection (vs master/slave in

parallel), smaller connectors, simpler cabling, longer reachable distance and cyclical

redundancy checking (CRC) are features that are enhanced in the serial version of data

transfer than in the parallel mode. The cost advantage and the improve performance of

Serial ATA present it as competitive alternative to other technologies.
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Today, SATA drive can be found in many entry Network Attached Storage (NAS)

products and entry servers. Moreover, there are numerous applications such as backup

and near-line storage that SATA drives are providing in inexpensive solutions for video

surveillance, near-line storage, high-bandwidth back up and storage backup.

SATA 1.0 spec released in 2001 was developed by SATA working group which was then

disbanded as per membership agreement. SATA II specification released in 2002 was

developed by SATA II working group. The SATA-IO organization now leads future

releases.
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1.3.2 SATA Standards

SATA devices include initiators (SATA controllers), port multipliers, and targets (SATA

drives) as shown in the figure below [15]. Port multipliers connect initiators to targets in

a SATA domain.

• Initiator IHosi)

L
SArA disk drins

Figure 6: Typical SATA connection [15]

Initiators --- SATA initiator is a controller that can be embedded into the motherboard or

a host bus adapter (HBA) plugged into a PCI expansion slot.

Port multipliers --- SATA port multipliers require host controllers that are port-multiplier

aware, such as SATA 1.5 Gb/s (with extensions) and SATA 3.0-Gb/s. Therefore, port

multipliers are not compatible with original SATA 1.5 Gb/s controllers.

Targets --- In a SATA domain, targets are limited to SATA hard drives, each with a

single link port.

Physical size for SATA cables and connectors are significantly smaller than the parallel

ATA. SATA connectors use only 25% of the PCB space required by parallel ATA

connectors. That will not only provide spacing benefits for more drives in the system, but

will also be beneficial for cooling solution in the system.
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1.3.3 Applications and Characteristics

In Desktop Application

In a desktop application as shown in figure below [8], the host is the controller card

installed in the Pc. The SATA drives are the targets connecting the SATA connectors

and cables.

Figure 7: Typical SATA application in desktop PC

In Network Application

Storage Area Network (SAN)

SATA drives are also used in enterprise servers and storage arrays, where multiple drives

used in each system to increase overall storage capacity. The Serial ATA protocol is used

as an interconnection between the host and the drive in the system, and as well as the

communication to and from the SATA drives through SATA standard protocol. An

application using SATA drives in a storage area network is shown in the figure below [8]

TOU\..,,_.

Ethtmtt
Switch

Elb 1\lC

Serv...

Storllgt
An.ys

• lniticrtor (HolI)

SATAdo\"<

Figure 8: SATA in SAN application
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1.3.4 Road Map for SATA

The SATA specification was released in three parts: SATA 1.5 Gb/s, SATA 1.5 Gb/s

with extensions, and SATA 3.0 Gb/s. 6.0 Gb/ SATA is the latest standard and fastest spec

in the current market. Higher transfer rate for SATA standard is possible but will depend

on market demand. For SATA, the electrical interface specifications are defined as

follows:

GenIi: 1.5 Gbps interface for internal host to device applications

Genlm: 1.5 Gbps interface for short backplane and external desktop applications

Gen 2i: 3.0 Gbps interface for internal host to device applications

Gen2m: 3.0 Gbps interface for short backplane and external desktop applications

Gen2x: 3.0 Gbps Extended length interface for long backplane and system to system

applications

18



Section II Comparison of Fiber Channel, Serial Attached

SCSI and Serial ATA

All three interfaces have their own characteristics for their dedicated applicable market

area. In order to have an apple to apple comparison, this section of the report is going to

analyze and compare their strengths and weaknesses in different categories. Based on

direct comparison, it is easier to understand the characteristics for FC, SAS and SATA.

Comparing areas include data transfer rate, transmission distance, compatibility,

extensibility, cost and performance to determine and recommend the corresponding best

fit application.

2.1 Speed and Bandwidth Comparison:

Speed FC SAS SATA

1st Gen 2Gb/s 1.5Gb/s 1.5Gb/s

2nd Gen 4Gb/s 3Gb/s 3Gb/s

3rd Gen 8Gb/s 6Gb/s 6Gb/s

Next Gen 16Gb/s 12Gb/s -

Table 2: Speed comparison on FC, SAS and SATA

In term of speed and bandwidth, FC appears to have a slight advantage over SAS and

SATA due to higher speed and transfer rate over different generations and standards. The

highest data rate standard and specification that is available in the current market for FC

and SAS/SATA are 8Gb/s and 6G/bs respectively. In terms of standard road map, FC

16Gb/s data rate will begin the design work in 2010/2011. By just comparing bandwidth

and speed, FC is much more successful in this category. However, although the speed and

bandwidth for FC are faster than SAS and SATA, the real benefit of FC in storage area

network is its impressive distance capability, not the speed. This advantage allows FC to

be widely used in storage area networks. More detail comparison on the reachable

distance will be shown in the next section.
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2.2 Transmission Distance

Media FC SAS SATA

Copper 30 meters depends on

cable cable quality 8 meters 1 meter

Optic Few 100 meter to 10's

Cable kIn depends on optic N/A N/A

Table 3: Transmission distance comparison on FC, SAS and SATA

Shown above, SATA systems are designed to support connectivity with 1m cables to a

single drive with a host port. SAS was designed to support connections with up to 8m

cables, and will also support the use of expanders which allows for connection to multiple

SAS drives to a single host port. However, compared to the distance that FC can support

with optic media, FC has a huge transmission range advantage, which defeats SAS and

SATA in this category.

Fibre Channel is most often associated with fibre optic media for SAN network

application, while traditional copper media with twisted pair are used for smaller network

implementations such as hard disk to servers data transfer. This is due to Fibre Channel

over copper introducing the similar media issues as the other two technologies in short

transmission distances.

While copper based media may be suitable for some small network environments, fibre

optic cable is the better alternative for larger storage network implementations using

Fibre Channel. FC with optic media can support connections up to 10's km apart (single

mode fiber) while SAS/SATA with copper cable only support 10's m distance range.

Therefore, it would reasonable to run FC SAN area regardless whether a good network

connection is successful across various rooms, buildings, towns or even cities.
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Recent reports [9] also indicated that FC can extend up to 600km if protocol goes over

Gigabit Ethernet network. Throughput capacity of a Fibre Channel system falls very

quickly over link lengths greater than 100 kilometers due to the inherent time delay in

fibre link length and insufficient buffering in Fibre Channel fabric switches. FC's

advantage over Ethernet is merely the cost-effectiveness and its widely availability of

Gigabit Ethernet networks that can then be used to interconnect SAN applications. It

allows FC data frame to transmit in Gigabit Ethernet network which reduces costs as well

as increases the range of options to have data transfer over national rather than regional

distances. A more detailed FC over Ethernet application will be described later this report.

Summary of the Trail Test Setup and Results [9]:

"Vtesse and HDS worked with Nishan Systems on the synchronous SAN. The HDS

TrueCopy 9900 disk storage system was used to synchronously update an Oracle

database over a Vtesse Networks Gigabit Ethernet transmission system, using single

mode fiber supplied by Coming. A Nishan IPS 3300 multi-protocol switch was used to

convert native Fibre Channel from the HDS equipment into Gigabit Ethernet and thereby

remove the usual link length restrictions of the Fibre Channel format. Timings for a

representative Oracle database operation involving 82.5GB of data were measured both

for local operation with zero link length and over a range of link distances between 50 to

600 kilometers. Throughput capacity of 42MB/second in local mode and within 83% of

that at the maximum link length of 600 kilometers, with timings for the operation of the

data replication application increasing by less than 33% over this distance, the companies

said."

2.3 Media Limitation

Optic media can expend the data transmission range in FC protocol in SAN. However,

optic media is not constantly a worry-free option as Fibre Channel cabling infrastructures

and the distance limitations will occur by continued increases in FC speeds. This is one of

the issues that can be easily but inappropriately overlooked in a data center design.
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Cables quality and optic modules will directly affect the length of transmission especially

at a high data rate such as 8G or even 16G.

As demonstrated by the numbers below [10], a normal short wave SFP (Small Form

factor Pluggable) will drive 500 meters on 50um (diameter) of cable at 1 Gbps, and only

300m at 2 Gbps. When 4 Gbps and faster data rates are available, transmission distances

will drop even further due to the short wave length signalling that gets blurred and limits

the transmission length as speed increases. If running 62.5um fibre in the cable plant,

serious considerations must be made when moving into 8Gb/s. Upgrade from 62.5um to

50um fibre to accommodate the higher data transfer speed may be required. This problem

will continually worsen for the deployment of 16 Gb/s beginning in 2011 and scale up to

128 Gb/s in 2020. Therefore, serious considerations must be considered before

deployment in cable plant structure and infrastructure design.

Multi Mode 62.5um

Data speed Distance

8Gb/s 2m - 21m

4Gb/s 2m - 50m

2Gb/s 2m - 90m

1Gb/s 2m - 300m

Multi Mode 50um

Data speed Distance

8Gb/s 2m -150m

4Gb/s 2m -175m

2Gb/s 2m - 300m

1Gb/s 2m - 500m

Single Mode 9um

Data speed Distance

8Gb/s 2m - l.4km

4Gb/s 2m- 2km

Table 4: Transmission distance and speed over different types of cables
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Fibre optic cable is categorized by its diameter, which is measured in microns, and by its

'mode'. There are two modes of cable. Single-mode fibre with smaller diameter provides

higher bandwidth and higher transmission rate, while multimode is able to carry more

signal modes by bouncing the signal against the sides of the glass core of the cable.

Single mode transfers data up to 50 times more distance than multi mode. However, the

cost for single mode is much more than the multiple mode cable and is currently

unsupported by most HBA and storage manufacturers due to the default standard of

multi-mode in the current market. Therefore the wide usage of single mode cable as the

future FC generation media is not an option.

Another concern of optical transmission is the quality of SFP (Small Form-factor

Pluggable) Transceiver that could add another parameter in degradation in performance.

The quality of SFP varies widely. Different manufacturer will have different performance

and frequency response even at the same data rate. If the short wavelength SFP is not a

reliable source to handle the required distance at specific speeds, then a longer wave

length SFP or optical repeater will be most likely necessary. However, longer wavelength

SFP will draw more power consumption and repeater will add cost in the data

transmission cost. In a result, they may be unlikely the best solution for FC infrastructure.

Below are the diagrams for SFP measured jitter (UI) 1 vs different SFP from different

manufacturers at 80b/s FC setting. Tests were done on one of the PMC-Sierra 80

product and results showed that some of the SFP failed the FC 80 jitter specification.

Therefore SFP module quality will be another serious consideration when set up the FC

connection planning especially in high frequency.

I VI or Vnit Interval is the unit used for jitter which quantifies the jitter in terms of a fraction of the ideal
period of the clock (Jitter/Clock period).
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Random Jitter vs. SFP
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Figure 9 - Random jitter for SFP module from different manufacturers

Determ inistic Jitter vs. SFP
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Figure 10: Deterministic jitter for SFP module from different manufacturers
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Figure 11: Total jitter for SFP module from different manufacturers

Although SPF manufacturer Gennum Corporation just announced the release of world's

first 16G FC SFP [11] which confirms product has been available although module

performance will depend on further testing.

Optic media has an advantage in transmission distance length. However, at the same time,

it intensifies the limitation with increasing bandwidth and data rate generation that needs

to be considered in FC network infrastructure planning.
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2.4 Compatibility and Flexibility

FC SAS SATA

Device SAS and SATA

Compatibility Fibre Channel devices SATA only

Backward

compatibility 8G, 4G and2G 6G, 3G and 1.5G 6G, 3G and 1.5G

Table 5: Compatibility on FC, SAS and SATA

From the above table, all three protocols showed backward compatibility to their previous

2 or more generations. However, SAS controller has an additional capability to work with

either SAS or SATA drives. This promotes SAS to become the most successful in this

category as FC and SATA controller can solely operate with their own dedicated devices.

SAS is a protocol that can be used to interconnect between disk drives and host

controllers. With SAS's STP (SATA Tunneling Protocol), SAS controllers will still be

able to connect to SATA drives that are attached to an expander. Therefore, SAS was

designed to be backwards compatible with SATA systems and supports both SCSI, SAS

and SATA. However, SAS devices cannot be operated on SATA controller or backplane

due to the Serial SCSI Protocol (SSP) being used in SAS. This procedure cannot be

reversed.
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Figure 12: Compatibility between SAS and SATA connectors [12]

The above diagram demonstrates the SATA device being compatible with SAS controller

connector but not in a vice versa environment [12].

Figure 13: Compatibility on SAS and SATA on SAS system bankplane [14J

Both SAS and SATA can be plugged into the SAS controller with system backplane [14].

With the capability to work with both SAS and SATA drive, SAS infrastructure widely

increases the compatibility and flexibility in storage system setup. It is solely the user's
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preference to either use the reliable and high performance SAS storage or the cost

effective and high capacity SATA storage, or even both.

SAS drive SAIAOrin

Figure 14: SAS and SATA drives are compatible in SAS network setup [12J

Together with SAS edge expander and fanout expander, both SAS and SATA drives can

be used in SAS storage system [12]. This backward compatibility gives the user an option

to choose higher end SAS drives or lower end SATA drives if SAS infrastructure

environment is being deployed.
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Figure 15: SAS system connection work with SAS and SATA drive

The diagram shown above [14] illustrates wide range of applications on SAS drive,

whereas Fe and SATA controllers or HBA are both limited to work with their own drives

2.5 Connectivity and Extensibility

FC SAS SATA

127 devices with 1 device (16384 1 device (15

Max devices loop (16777216 devices with devices with

supported with switch) expander) multiplier)

Table 6: Connectivity comparison on FC, SAS and SATA

In addition to high performance and high availability, the storage systems must also be

manageable and expandable. Manageability allows setting the appropriate configuration

for storage and enabling hardware-related problems to be fixed easily. Alternatively,

extensibility allows expandable growth as requirements for bandwidth change. These

factors are important for external disk for cluster storage as the external disk arrays are

optimized to address these challenges.
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In the table shown above, SAS and SATA follows the point-to-point architecture design

that allows only one device to be connected to the controller directly. While in connection

with expanders and fanout expander, SAS can support up to 16K devices while SATA

can support up to 15 devices if multiplier is applied.

A SAS Domain consists of a set of SAS devices that would communicate with one

another by means of a service delivery subsystem. Each edge expander can connect up to

128 devices or initiators, while each fanout expander can connect up to 128 edge

expanders. As a result, a total of 16,256 devices can be hooked up within a SAS domain.

•••

Up to 128 Devices
per Edge Expander H",d

rI Disks

Host
(Initiator)

Figure 16: SAS network connection with edge expanders and fanout expanders[14]
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Figure 17: SATA connection between host and targets [15]

A SATA system consists of one Initiator host or SATA Controller connected with up to

15 disk drive or target through a SATA port multiplier. This limited expandability has left

SATA behind from the other two technologies which also prevents SATA from

becoming a main storage network interconnect.

In a FC environment, there are typically 3 different types of connections that are

permitted in a FC network structure design. This includes the point-to-point connection,

arbitrated loop and switch fabric. The point-to-point is the simplest topology with limited

connectivity which is very similar to the other two protocols with direct connection

between two devices. Arbitrated loop allows maximum of 127 devices connected in a

loop or ring network at the same time. However, adding or removing a device from the

loop will cause all activities on the ring to be interrupted and stalled. Any failure of a

single device could even cause a disconnection in the ring. Therefore, FC arbitrated loop

with centralized hubs are usually added to construct a Port Bypass Circuit (PBC). The

advantage of this setup is to bypass the failure port and allows the loop to remain intact.

Switch fabric is third FC connection that allows 224 (16 Millions) devices to be connected

to FC switches with simultaneous access across multiple ports. Failure ports or devices

will be isolated in precaution of affecting the operation of the whole switch network.
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Hence, Fe is a much preferred option compared to the other two technologies when

dealing with huge network of thousands or millions of devices connected in SAN [18].

Drive

~Totkstation

Servers

I

--[I]
Primary Data

Figure 18: FC ring loop connection [18]

W otkstation

Hub

/ Sen·ers

I

---[I
Primary Data

Figure 19: FC ring loop connection with hub, Port Bypass Circuit (PBC)[18]

Wotkstation

/ FCSwitch

Primary Data

Figure 20: FC switch fabric loop connection [18]
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2.6 Cost

FC SAS SATA

Cost High Medium Low

Table 7: Cost comparison on Fe, SAS and SATA

In both hard disk and network markets, setup cost for FC has always been the most

expensive option, whereas SATA is ranked as the lowest cost amongst all three protocols.

Compared to SAS network setup, the cost to network a server to the SAN for FC would

normally cost three to six times higher than prices in other technologies that are

dependant on hardware components qualities. The difference would normally come from

the high end FC optical requirements such as HBA server interface, switch ports, and

optical cable.

In network interface, FC requires a higher performance HBA as the server interfaces

while SAS requires less expensive HBA. Switches are another item contributed to the

price difference between FCs, which normally requires the high end optical switch where

other technologies do not. In general, the cost of FC switches is normally three to five

times more expensive than the SAS switches. Lastly, cabling also highly contributes to

the price difference with SAS usually only around 20% the price per meter of optical

fibre. As a result, a network of 100 servers with FC would definitely cause in a

significant difference in setup cost. Below is a comparison of the network setup cost

between SAS and FC [22].
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Fibre
Hardware Component SAS --

Server Interface (HBA) $200 $1,500

Switch Ports

(advanced/enterprise) $3,600 $12,000

Cabling (SAS) (1Meter) $16 -

Cabling (fiber optics)

(2Meters) - $96

Total FC : SCSI Cost $3,816 $13,596

Ratio - 3.5:1

Table 8: Cost for hardware comparison between SAS and Fibre Channel

The above concern also applies to the hard disk market. Although FC hard drives have

the highest performance and reliability level, it is as well the most expensive disk

compared to SAS and SATA hard disks. SATA always provides the least expensive

solution of storage and therefore, SATA drives have dominated the high capacity

consumer PC and desktop market. Table 8a showed the price per GB comparison for FC,

SAS and SATA hard disk. [23]

Hard Drive Fe SAS SATA
Price/GB $2.5 - $5.5 $1.1-$1.7 $0.24 - $0.4

Table 9a: Hard disk price comparison
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2.7 Performance

FC SAS SATA

RPM 15K 10-15K 5A-72K

Dual Ports Yes Yes No

Full Duplex Yes Yes No

Overhead Very low High High

8b/lOB coding Yes Yes Yes

32-bit CRC Yes Yes Yes

Hot pluggable Yes Yes Yes

Table 10: Performance comparison between Fe, SAS and SATA

In tenns of hard drive perfonnance, SATA drives only operate at 7,200 rpm, which is not

even match compared to the perfonnance ofFC and SAS drives that runs at 15K and 10K

rpm respectively. In addition, FC and SAS's full duplex architecture allows simultaneous

bi-directional data and command transfers, which effectively doubling throughput than

SATA drives.

FC and SAS dual porting capabilities and their ability to support I/O requests from more

than one controller at a given time also enables the design of dynamic load balancing

systems. SATA drives only supports single port connections and are only able to connect

dual ports if a dual ports switch is connected. However, this only applies to scenarios of

one port at a time but not both simultaneously.

Fibre Channel protocol is specifically designed for highly efficient operations using

hardware for protocol offload engines (POE's) to reduce overhead for efficiency

improvements. Therefore, FC has very little transmission overhead, low-latency

switching, and minimal interruptions to the data flow. FC effectively uses almost 98% of

the available bandwidth with minimal CPU utilization, while Ethernet with SAS is
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perhaps only 30% efficient with more processor overhead. This significantly-reduced

overhead supports longer strings and more instructions per host port.

All FC, SAS and SATA use 8b lOb encoding which then converts 8-bit data byte to 10-bit

transmission characters. The main benefit of 8b/l Ob encoding is that the clocking signal

will be encoded or embedded into the data stream to eliminate the skew problem and

proper alignment between data and clock. Another benefit of 8b/l Ob encoding is to

balance the number of 1's and O's in a row. The special coding would allow special

transmission control characters (e.g. K28.5, K28.3) and allows better error detection.

All the hard disk drives are hot pluggable, As a result, they can be inserted or removed

without harming the data or the system while the entire system is still powered on.

2.8 Reliability

FC SAS SATA

MTBF 104M l.2M 600K

Table 11: Reliability comparison on Fe, SAS and SATA

SAS and FC drives are designed and built for the stress of enterprise use that runs on a

24/7 basis. They both have warranties of 5 years and Mean-Time-Between-Failure

(MTBF) ratings exceed 104 to 1.2 million hours while SATA only offers MTBF with

approximately of 600K hours. MTBF is a common term usually used to indicate the

reliability, lifespan of a disk drive and how often a failure will occur.

By comparing, SATA is evidently not as reliable as SAS and FC. With such a high

demand and volume for ATA disk drives in the consumers market, it would be

impossible to bum in 100's of millions of SATA disks prior to shipment. Therefore, it is

still critical for SATA drive to focus on technology improvements to increase reliability

and remain competitive. Due to low MTBF rate in SATA, they would not be
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recommended in non-fault tolerant applications with mission-critical applications, or

extreme environments with excessive vibration.

2.9 Lab Test Result

PMC-Sierra, a broadband and storage chip provider, released their 6G SAS/SATA

controllers and 8G FC controllers in 2008. Complete characterization tests were done on

both interfaces and results were compared to their corresponding industrial specification.

Measurements were done on alpha-point that are closest to high speed link interface of

the product. Below are some of the measured results on 6G SAS/SATA as well as 8G FC

on both Tx jitter and Rx jitter tolerance.

Mean 21.970$

Medan 21.970$

Sid Dev 2.786ps

!:i!!!!!!I!iJ Pk-Pk 27.44ps

~1a 73.5%
~2a 96.5%

.' ~3a 99.8'lb
Peak 6369

Hits 80523

.Wfms 6061

-237.8mV

240.SmV

476.4mV

Figure 21: SAS Tx measured jitter at 6Gb/s
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Above is the Tx eye diagram for 6G SAS pk-pk differential signal pairs. Measured Tx

jitter is around 27.4ps or 0.165UI2
.
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Figure 22: Fe Tx measured jitter at 8Gb/s

2 VI or Unit Interval is the unit used for jitter which quantifies the jitter in terms of a fraction of the ideal
period of the clock (Jitter/Clock period).
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Above is the measured Tx jitter and eye diagram for 8G FC. Measured Tx jitter is around

21.79ps or O.186UI

Rx Jitter tolerance test were perfonned on 6G SAS with the worst frequency respond at

around 1O.5M with tolerance of O.2UI.

PJ Frequency Sweep

1000,-----------,-------.---------,-----------,

---+--Case 1
-+- Case 2

-A- Case 3

...._Case 4

........- Case 5

---- Case 6
--+- Case 7

1.0E+081.0E+071.0E+06

PJ Frequency (Hz)

1.0E+05

0.1 -j------~---------r-------+--------i

1.0E+04

100

Figure 23: SAS measured Rx jitter tolerance at 6Gb/s data rate

The following diagram is the Rx jitter tolerance on 8G FC and the worst frequency

response happened at around 1O.5M and with worst tolerance of -O.3U!.
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8G Jitter tolerance vs. selected split
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Figure 24: Rx jitter tolerance at 6Gb/s data rate

In general overall results, the Tx jitter and Rx tolerance data showed both are comparable

and no significant advantage over one another between PMC 6G SAS and 8G FC

controllers.
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2.10 Performance summary

Bandwidth

Cable

Length

Scalability

Connectivity

Device

compatibility

Performance

Reliability

Cost

1.5Gb/s, 3Gb/s, 6Gb/s

126 devices (up to 16K

devices with expander)

1.2M MTBF

SATA

1.5Gb/s, 3Gb/s, 6Gb/s

1 Meter

1 device (up to 15

devices with multipler

Single host, Point to

point

SATA only

Single Port

Half duplex

Hot swappable

8b/1 Ob encode

600K MTBF

Table 12: Summary of performance on Fe, SAS and SATA

The above table is a summary comparison in the categories we have discussed in the

previous sections. The highlighted cells are the winners in each ofthe categories which

showed both the strength and advantage on the selected technologies.
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Section III Application and Future Potential

The purpose of this paper is to analyse and compare the different areas and applications

of FC, SAS and SATA, and to also recommend the potential players in the future or next

generation of data storage and data transfer technology. Given that all FC, SAS and

SATA have their strengths and weaknesses in different areas and applications, it would

be most reasonable to compare in the area of Hard Drive Storage and Enterprise Network

Storage application

3. 1 Disk Drive Application

In today's economy, cost-effective, performance-oriented, scalable and reliable storage

solutions are fundamental to success. Today's IT managers as well as storage vendors

need to keep their competitive edge by continuing to reduce cost of their operation and

solutions. However, how to keep the balance between performance and cost and to

choose the best technology and setup in the specific application is the critical factor.

In terms of performance in the disk drive market, FC drive has always been the top pick

even if not all storage in market requires such a high performance drive especially in the

high demand and volume customer markets. A "good enough" SATA drive with

reasonable pricing would probably be a more important factor to end-users in the market.

For those who are looking for high performance but with a budget constraint, SAS would

probably be the alternative choice.

Fe Disks: Used for online, mission critical applications in large enterprises where

performance is a major priority coupled with high availability and reliability.

SAS Disks: SAS is used as a high performance and more affordable alternative to FC.

Used for online, mission critical applications in mid-size enterprises network where

performance is still a priority coupled with high availability and reliability. SAS can also

be mixed-and-matched with SATA drives, allowing a flexible in storage budget control

for IT manager.
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SATA Disks: Not suitable for mission critical applications where performance is a

priority. SATA has higher capacity compared to FC and SAS and is used as a near-line

storage. In server market, SATA drives should apply in application with low-workload

entry level servers and multi-drive storage configurations, such as lBOD or RAID. Due

to its low cost high volume advantage, it is a good choice for PC and desktop market as

well as disk backup or reference data, low-cost storage and video surveillance

applications.
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Figure 25: Disk drive market distribution

From the diagram shown above [16], the momentums of SAS and SATA drives have

been much faster and stronger than the FC drive in the past 4 years. The trend for SAS

and SATA disk drives usage have been continuously growing rapidly while FC drive has

been increasing slightly or even remaining flat.

The table below summarizes the main differences between Desktop SATA Drive and

Enterprise SAS or FC drive [12].

Drive Comparison Table Desktop SATA Enterprise SAS or FC

Performance (Access to Data)

Latency + Seek Time 13msec @7200 PRM 5.7 msec @ 15K RPM

Command Queuing and Reordering LBA based LBA and RPS based

Rotational Vibration 5 to 12 rad/sec/sec 21 rad/sec/sec

Typical I/O per sec/drive (no RV) 77 319
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Typical I/O per sec/drive (10 rad/sec) 35 319

Typical I/O per sec/drive (20 rad/sec) <7 310

Duplex Operation Half Full

Customization

Unique Code and Hardware Limited Extensive

Variable Sector Sizes No Yes

Mode Page Parameter Control No Yes

Inquiry Data No Yes

Diagnostic Pages No Yes

Capacity Controls No Yes

Indicators

Activity LED No Yes

Fault LED No Yes

Reliability

MTBF 600K Hrs 102M Hrs

Duty Cycle 8x5 24x7

Interactive Error Management No Yes

Internal Data Integrity Checks No 10EDC

Dual Port No Yes

Table 13: SATA and SAS/FC disk drive comparison

It is quite easy to differentiate or compare between the high capacity SATA disk and the

high performance SAS/FC disk. Below is a quick summary of the SATA disk:

3.1.1 SATA hard disk

The most obvious benefit of using SATA hard disk is its minimal initial hardware costs.

In addition, it is also the most sensitive and critical factor in customer or end-user market.

These are the main reasons why SATA drives have a good position in the PC or desktop

market that has been always "good enough" to handle those non-critical mission and

control disk backup. In enterprise storage, SATA starts to draw more attention due to the

RAID application. In RAID application, the RAID redundancy will take over drive
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failures and compensate for the lower reliability of SATA drives while the hot spares disk

will kick in automatically to replace the failed units. Therefore, SATA drive has been

gaining momentum in the enterprise storage with RAID application.

However, in terms of performance compared to SAS/FC disk, SATA is still left behind

not only due to the low RPM rate that reduces efficiency, but also due to the half duplex

data transfer which only allows single sequential. In addition, SATA's low reliability

with high MTBF rate, lack of error recovery management on disk and lack of internal

data integrity check also contributes to being behind in the performance comparison to

SAS/FC disk. All these factors will increase the system down time possibility and as well

as the possibility of data lost after disk failure. The more critical the application, the more

significant the downtime and the greater the impact on total cost and value. Therefore, for

critical mission and high performance required applications, FC and SAS drives would

still be the better alternatives.

3.1.2 Fe and SAS drives

The comparison between SAS and FC drives will definitely be much tougher. Both drives

offer high performance and high reliability which are suitable for critical mission and

important data backup.

FC technology is mature and has a reputation of being best in class for performance and

reliability. Furthermore, the FC interface provides a slightly higher data transfer rate

advantage. In SAN enterprise storage, FC drive and network connection is strong and

moderately dominates due to its superior performance and high reliability. However, SAS

drive has moved closer into this storage market recently with similar high performance

and reliability to meet the essential requirements for storage systems as well as cost

savings for users and solution providers due to SAS high performance/cost ratio. This is

where SAS comes into the game for enterprise storage. The SAS 2.0 interface boasts a

6Gb/sec data transfer rate, which is close to 8Gb/sec FC drives that are available today.
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3.2 Network Interconnect Application

As discussed, SAS drive has led FC drive in storage due to its comparable high

performance, high reliability, scalability and its cost-effectiveness. However, the scenario

is much different in storage network connection.

The fundamental problem of how to connect terabytes of information to hundreds of

servers reliably has been solved by SAN. Direct attached storage such as SAS or SATA

networks operates well for a few servers with a few hundred gigabytes of storage.

However, to manage and back up terabytes of storage data would be a nightmare. With

exponential storage growths and 24/7 operations, Fibre Channel SANs would still be the

most reliable solution for large storage networks. Fibre Channel connection would be

most suitable for extremely large systems linking thousands of users, servers, and storage

systems into a switch Fibre Channel network. Over 90% of all SAN (Storage Area

Network) installations throughout the world are FC networks.

Here, it should be emphasized that FC storage infrastructure are not limited to solely

working with fibre channel disks. Certainly FC disk will have a direct attach connection

ifFC network interface is used. In fact, SCSI, SAS or SATA disk drives for storage could

be used in FC network provided that a protocol bridging is applied. This is due to the fact

that FC separates the delivery of data from the content to define a mechanism for

different protocols and commands transmission. Through bridging, data in storage

devices with protocol other than FC can be transmitted in FC network structure for

storage connectivity. Interconnecting at the network (switch) level would then be handled

by FC, whereas a converter in the controller (bridge) would handle the SATA/SAS

translation to the drive. Therefore, FC can do a better job in network interface while SAS

and SATA are both well-positioned and most suitable to be recognized as a network

storage server and end-user disk storage.
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Figure 26: Fe SAN network with SAS/SATA disk interface [14]
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3.3 Future Potential

3.3.1 Future Potential for Hard Drive Storage

Primary storage systems that stored business-critical information-data with the highest

value and importance still prefer Fibre Channel disk drives even at a higher price. This

data requires continuous availability and typically has high-performance requirements.

Business-critical data will continue to be stored on Fibre Channel-based disk arrays.

However, with the high cost in FC disk, increasing storage capacity and shrinking IT

budgets, more and more organizations have started turning towards alternative

technologies in SAN storage. This is where SAS and SATA technologies come into the

picture in enterprise storage.

Fibre Channel as a disk drive interface is expected to level off in volume owing to the rise

ofboth SAS (at the high end) and SATA (at customer end) beginning in 2007. Only a

few disk drive manufacturers are committed to producing Fibre Channel drives. Almost

every drive vendor is offering both SAS and SATA to increase its competitiveness.

Although the 8G FC drives are already available in the market with a higher transfer rate

than 6G SAS/SATA drives, hard disk manufacturer such as Fujitsu, Hitachi and Seagate

predict the demand for 8G FC drives market is shrinking compared to SAS drives.

Storage system and server vendors are using 6G SAS as the replacement for 4G FC and

do not predict a move to 8G FC drive. By end of2009, SAS cut into FC market share will

provide faster connectivity at a lower cost than FC drives. SAS drive will possibly

replace direct-attached FC and replace FC in external RAID systems.

At one of the SCSI Trade Association (STA) event earlier this year, Dell, LSI and

Seagate have already demonstrated 6Gb interoperability with Dell servers, LSI SAS

RAID-on-chip and expander components, and Seagate 6Gb SAS and SATA hard drives.
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The expectation of 6G SAS server and drive will be extensively shipped to users in late

2009 [13].

As shown in the diagram below [3], although the demand for Fe drive picked up earlier

than SAS and SATA, FC's demand had remained flat for the last couple years and is

projected to continue to be flat. Alternatively, SAS and SATA drives have been growing

rapidly since 2006 and continues to show a trend of continuous growth in the near future.

Enterprise Class HDD Interfaces

Source: IDC

LVD/SCSI

100°;;

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Figure 27: Hard drive market distribution in the past 5 years

In short, the SAS architecture enables customers to incorporate with either SAS or SATA

hard drives and is thus suitable for either high-capacity SATA or high-performance SAS

environments - or both at the same time. In addition, SAS drive is able to achieve an

optimal balance between capacity, cost, reliability, and performance. Hence, SAS will be

the leading future player in the hard drive storage market [3].
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Figure 28: Disk Drive Characteristics for different technologies

3.3.2 Future Potential Network Connection

In network connection and SAN, Fibre Channel will most likely continue to take the lead

position. The benefits of SANs are directly related to the increased accessibility and

manageability of data offered by the Fibre Channel architecture. Data becomes more

accessible when the Fibre Channel fabric connects hundreds of storage devices and

servers through the FC switch architecture for multiple concurrent transactions. The

strength and future potential for Fibre Channel is to overcome distance limitations when

Fibre Channel links span hundreds of kilometres or are sent over a WAN. An additional

reason of having interconnect with FC is its well developed and matured infrastructure in

terms of both hardware and software. FC's superior switching capabilities provided by

FC protocol will also overcome the other comparators, SAS and SATA.

FC over Ethernet

A FC future potential is to combine the FC architecture together with Ethernet network to

become a Fibre Channel over Ethernet network that allows FC packets to run in 10 Giga

Ethernet network. In today's datacenters, companies normally maintain both Ethernet for

TCP/IP networks for local area networking (LAN) and Fibre Channel (FC) for storage

area networks (SANs), each dedicated to specific purposes. Ethernet networks are

generally implemented when end-users need to transfer relatively small amounts of

information over both local and global distances devices. Storage area networks are

implemented for access to block va for applications such as mail servers, file servers and
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large databases. FC over Ethernet is able to combine the two individual networks onto a

common Ethernet infrastructure, hence cost saving.

One of the benefits for FCoE is I/O consolidation which allows user to use multi-function

network/storage adapters CNA (Converged Network Adapters) to replace single-function

network and storage-specific cards, thereby reducing the number of server slots and

switch ports. At the server level, when using a FC driver, the CNA functionally

represents a traditional FC HBA or initiators just as ifthat same server were connected on

a SAN. Alternatively, when the NIC driver is being used, the CNA will also functionally

represent a traditional networking device just like as if it is connected to LAN. The

enhanced server CNS (Converged Network Servers) contains fewer server slots and

switch ports, thus will reduce the number of power consumed for I/O and reduce cooling

overhead required, which will then result in cost and power saving (Fig.31) [19]. In

addition, FCoE allows Internet Protocol (IP) and Fibre Channel network traffic to be

carried over existing drivers, NICs, and switches that simplifies network topology by

reducing cabling cost and complexity, reducing I/O adapter cards, switches and HBA, but

remaining the same security and traffic management offered by FC. As shown in Fig. 32

[21], the diagram on the left shows a current data centre with servers containing separate

Ethernet NIC and FC HBA for separate Ethernet and FC switches, whereas the diagram

on the right shows an implementation of CNA connected to FCoE switches or CNS. Both

diagrams demonstrate how CNA reduces the number of adaptors, cables and switches in

FCoE network.
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Figure 29: I/O consolidation to reduce network interfaces [19]
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Fibre Channel over Ethernet extends rather than replaces Fibre Channel, allowing

companies to integrate their Ethernet and Fibre Channel networks. FCoE's compatibility

will leverage the economics of Ethernet networks while preserving the infrastructure of
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the existing Fibre Channel storage management framework. The same management tools

that customers use to manage and maintain their SANs today will be used in an FCoE

environment. Therefore, FC investment would be protected. The diagram below showed

the deployment of converged FCoE fabric integrated with existing FC SAN.

Enhanced Ethernet FCoE Fabric

Ser"er~ with CNA

~ . .........-=-'::CNS_I] rCoES'on••

FC connected servei'
",'ith FC HBA

FCSA1\

Figure 31: Deployment of Converged Fabric integrated with existing FC [20J

In addition, FCoE can run in higher bandwidth 10G Ethernet than FC alone and enhances

efficiency data transfer in datacentres. Furthermore, FCoE positions Fibre Channel as the

storage networking protocol of choice and extends the reach of Fibre Channel throughout

the data center to all servers. Through the vast Ethernet infrastructure, FC package and

data can reach much longer distance than what it can handle alone, and could cover much

wider area for high speed transfer application since Ethernet is basically everywhere and

inexpensive. Below is a brief description of how FCoE functions and how the obstacles

are resolved [19].
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• Fibre Channel Frame Encapsulation

The encapsulation of the Fibre Channel frame occurs through the mapping ofFC onto

Ethernet. Fibre Channel and traditional networks have stacks of layers where each layer

in the stack represents a set of functionality. The Fibre Channel stack consists of five

layers, FC-O through FC-4 whereas Ethernet protocol consists of seven layers OSI stack

that defines the physical and data link layers. FCoE replaces the FCO and FCl layers of

FC stack with Ethernet and provides the capability to carry the FC-2 Framing layer over

the Ethernet layer. This allows Ethernet to transmit the upper Fibre Channel layers FC-3

(Service Layer) and FC-4 (Protocol Mapping) over the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet layers. The

Ethernet MAC address layer and physical layer will be maintained in the FCoE stack

layer structure. See Fig. 34 which demonstrated the layer mapping for FCoE.

OSI Stack Fe Stack
FCoc

Fe-, Data ene/dec

FC-O Physical 1

Ethernet

FCLayers { -----~-----.~~~~-"

IEEE 802.3
Layers

7 - Application

6 - Presentation

E' - Session

4 - Transport

2· - ~Jetwork

2 - Data Link

1 - Physical

Figure 32: FCoE layers mapping

GI ..

E~
GI I'll
.r:. GIw:r:

Control information: version, ordered sets (SOF, EOF)

Figure 33: Format of FCoE frame encapsulation [21]
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• Lossless Fabric in Enhanced Ethernet for FCoE

One of the challenges of passing Fibre Channel frames over Ethernet is that FC provides

a lossless transport while Ethernet lacks this feature. Ethernet technology will drop the

Ethernet frames under network congestion, which causes a "lossy" network that must be

resolved in Enhanced Ethernet for FCoE. Traditional Fibre Channel manages congestion

through the credit based flow control that guarantees no loss of a frame under normal

conditions. A device cannot send any additional frames until the Receiver side indicates

that it is OK to do so. Typical Ethernet without an adequate flow control mechanism will

drop packets when traffic congestion occurs. However, Ethernet does have a flow control

PAUSE mechanism that can be used to prevent packet loss by asking the Transmitter to

stop sending more frames until the receiver buffers are cleared. With the enhanced IEEE

802.lQbb Priority Flow Control (PFC) in FCoE, a new PAUSE function will pause the

lower priority traffic during heavy congestion period while allowing higher priority and

latency sensitive tasks to continue, hence no loss in congestion.

• MAC-Addresses in Ethernet Fabric

Traditional Fibre Channel fabric switches maintain forwarding tables FC_IDs. FC

switches use these forwarding tables to select the best link available for a frame so that

the frame reaches its destination port. Fibre Channe1links in switch fabric are typically

point-to-point and do not need an address at the link layer. An Ethernet network is

different as it does not form a point to point connection similar to how FC functions. This

requires FCoE to rely on Ethernet MAC (Media Access Control) addresses to direct a

frame to its correct Ethernet destination.

3.3.3 Green power data center

The world today is rather concerned over energy usage for the reason being that many

businesses have some limitations on the amount of power they can access due to legal

restraints, physical access or spacing limitation. Another concern is the budget limitation

due to high power or electricity cost in supporting large server networks and cooling
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systems. Therefore, companies are starting to seek ways in energy saving to cut cost in IT

but still sustain the normal operation ofthe daily network system. One of the solutions

that can save companies lots of electricity cost by shifting computing power across their

data centers to a location with cheaper energy prices. By setting up a company's data

centers in an area where natural green energy like solar, wind or hydro are unlimited with

low cost, companies will then save costs. This would also be an excellent action to reduce

global greenhouse effect by reducing carbon release in cities where coal may still be the

main energy source. Economy wise, companies can save budgets due to the fact that

energy generated by natural energy source could provide cheaper electricity for

datacentre usage. Setting up datacentre in cheaper energy location is an advantageous

plan, however there is still the question of how to access the data when remote datacentre

sites could be hundreds or thousands ofkm away from the IT centre. A solution would be

to apply Fibre Channel long distance transfer with its high data transfer rate. FC

connections with optical media and boosters can link the remote datacentre and IT office

together effortlessly. With FC combining Ethernet network as FC over Gigabit Ethernet,

data can travel universally through the Ethernet network with high data transfer rate, high

performance, reliability and flexibility.

In addition, the setup of a datacentre in a natural disaster free location can also assist

company IT centre or datacentre to be secured from disasters such as earthquake and

hurricane. Therefore, companies will then be worry-free from their data backup and

recovery problem. This scenario shows another excellent FC application with the benefit

of a long distance high transfer rate.

3.3.4 Disaster Backup

All efforts of having the best technology, reliable hard disk and strive ofperfection of

network or circuit designs are geared towards for the safety of the critical data and to

avoid any possible failures. However, inevitable disasters like hurricanes, floods, fires,

earthquakes and extended power outages could definitely threaten the life of any

company. As a disaster occurs, recovery time will become critical and IT operations must
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deliver support in the shortest recovery time possible. These backup and data recovery

requirements drive the need for high-performance solutions as any hours or even any

minutes of system down time could cause a huge loss in business. Therefore, the ability

to store, retrieve data, existence of a remote datacentre backup and ability to system

recovery from failure are critical to businesses and IT nowadays. Fibre Channel is

definitely an efficient solution to provide high-performance networks that enable

businesses to prepare and execute an effective recovery and survival plan from disasters.

Investment in Gigabit Fibre Channel infrastructure prior to the striking of a natural

disaster, can dramatically improve the efficiency of system backup and recovery. With its

long distance transfer and superior transfer data rate, Fibre Channel solutions enable real

time backups and the ability to move massive amounts of data from the remote backup

datacentre within critical backup windows rapidly after the occurrence of natural disaster.

The higher the accelerate recovery, the lower the amount of lost productivity and

profitability. Fibre Channel is the definitive option for this long distance backup and had

been ultimately field-tested during the 9/1 I/O 1 disaster and subsequent natural disasters.

According to a report from Contingency Planning Resources (White Plain, NY), in the

last ten years, an estimated $80B has been lost due to disasters affecting computing

services. The foHowing chart shows typical costs of downtime where the hourly cost of

downtime is surprisingly high [1]. As shown, Fibre Channel investment can provide a

quick return on your investment if you can greatly reduce your downtime in disaster.

Business Industry Hourly Downtime Costs

Brokerage Operations Finance $6,450,000

Credit card sales

authorizations Finance $2,600,000

Pay-per-view Media $150,000

Home shopping (TV) Retail $113,000

Catalogue sales Retail $90,000

Airline reservations Transportation $90,000

Tele-ticket sales Media $69,000
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Package shipping Transportation $28,000

ATM fees Finance $14,500

Table 14: Cost of downtime due to natural disaster

Fe provides a high bandwidth and data transfer rate between recovery sites and data

center as far as hundreds km away to restore data rapidly. This is particularly attractive to

companies and organizations that are critically dependent on their computer systems. If

the primary system should fail, such as a in-house fire, the remote site would be

immediately ready to take over processing in order to eliminate the system downtime and

reduce loss.
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Section IV Conclusion

According to all analysis comparisons from different areas and categories on SAS, SATA

and FC, it is concluded that different technologies have their own advantages and market

share in their own industry.

In the hard drive market, in general, as a rule of thumb, it is best to choose SATA hard

drives for their low cost and high capacity storage where cost is a much more important

factor than performance, such as PC and desktop application. SAS provides an attractive

price/performance and will gain most ofthe market for external storage as it is much

more economical than Fibre Channel and much sturdier than SATA. SAS' s high

performance and high reliability will lead SAS drives to become the hottest storage media

in the servers market. Alternatively, FC drives will provide superior performance and

reliability that is most suitable to be installed in applications only where performance

requirements exceed the price-to-performance attributes SAS offers. However, the

demand for FC drives are expected to be flatted or reduced mainly due to its high-cost.

SAS

SATA

Highly Available, Very Frequent Transactions
(required by very few applications)

Superior Price/Performance Ratio
General to Performance Oriented Storage
Demands (majority of applications)

Low Frequency/Availability
(tape alternative for backup,
Inexpensive disk)

In network interconnect or network connectivity to SAN, FC is currently taking the lead

position due to FC superior switching capability and the fact that applications required

high data throughput, long transmission distances, low maintenance, and high reliability.
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Especially with the advantage of the long distance transmission through optic media, FC

SAN connection changed the nature of data transfer from range within building to range

in national. Backup data with FC connection can be re-archived from remote sites located

in thousands km away from the main data centre. Thus, remote sites are safe and located

in energy-efficient areas where it is natural disaster proof or rich in nature energy sources.

When FC operates together with Ethernet (FCoE), data can reach even longer distance by

penetrating the Ethernet network. Combining the storage network and Ethernet together

will further simplify both network interfaces into a single network as well as reducing I/O

and cabling management. FCoE's compatibility allows companies to integrate the

existing FC infrastructure in FCoE setup without in huge infrastructure modification

expense. The advantage for FCoE will not only further enhance the bandwidth and speed

for data transfer by going through 10 Gigabit Ethernet, it will also extend the reach of

transmission distance from storage network to Ethernet network. FCoE is expected to be

the new potential network structure in the next coming years.
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